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Spanish soccer league, the best of the world
According the IFFHS classification

Madrid, 21.01.2015, 08:33 Time

USPA NEWS - The Spanish soccer league was the best of the world in 2014, according the International Federation of Football
History and Statistics (IFFHS). Spain repeated place in the international classification, where was the first league in 2013.

The league BBVA won 1259 points on the IFFHS classification ahead of the leagues in Italy (998 points), England (958 points),
Argentina (938 points), Germany (912 points), Brazil (893 points) and France (871 points). The Spanish competition had also been
the best in 2000, 2001, 2002 and 2004 and now it is again with 250 points ahead of the Italian.

In the Spanish league play soccer stars like Cristiano Ronaldo -latest winner of the Golden Ball- or Leo Messi, and some of the most
successful clubs in the history of world sport, like Real Madrid -recent World Champion Clubs-, FC Barcelona and Atletico Madrid. The
soccer is the most popular sport in Spain and every Sunday drives millions of spectators to the stadium to watch their favorite teams.

The Spanish league is also one that moves more money in the world. It paid multimillion amounts to players, in a market more worried
about the show that about their debt. what has led some Spanish historical clubs to disappear and others to negotiate with the
authorities to pay their debts. But none of this seems to worry fans, increasingly demanding performance of his players.
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